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Abstract
In this paper we construct a Bernstein–Gelfand–Gelfand-type resolution of a standard
(irreducible) module for a Borcherds Lie algebra g. The resolution involves generalized Verma
modules; the “reductive part” of the “parabolic subalgebra” of g may be a Borcherds algebra.
This resolution, which generalizes that of Garland and Lepowsky for Kac–Moody algebras, is
constructed here in su<cient generality to include the cases of the monster and fake monster Lie
algebras. These algebras are of particular interest because of their connection to vertex algebras
and conformal >eld theory. The monster Lie algebra is of importance because it is constructed
from the moonshine module vertex algebra, appearing in the study of “monstrous moonshine”
relating to the Fischer–Griess Monster simple group. The resolution constructed in this paper is
used to obtain Kostant’s homology formula for Borcherds algebras, and the character formula
for a standard module.
c© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
MSC: 17B65; 17B67; 19B55
1. Introduction
Borcherds algebras, also called generalized Kac–Moody algebras, are Lie algebras
constructed from (symmetrizable) matrices. The de>ning matrices may be in>nite and
must satisfy certain conditions [1,2,4]; see also [10,13]. The de>nition of the Lie
algebra will be recalled below; in this paper we use the de>nitions and setting of [10].
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Of particular interest are Borcherds algebras such as the monster and fake monster
Lie algebra that can be constructed from the “physical space” of a vertex algebra [3]
(cf. [12]). The monster Lie algebra appears in the study of the correspondence between
graded characters of the Monster simple group and modular functions, i.e. “monstrous
moonshine” [5,6,3]. Other examples of Borcherds algebras arising from vertex algebras
appear in string theory; see for example [8].
Let X be a standard module for a Borcherds algebra g. In this paper, we construct
an exact sequence, a resolution, of g-modules · · · → E1 → E0 → X → 0. As in
Garland and Lepowsky’s work [7], each term Ei of the resolution has a >ltration in
terms of generalized Verma modules of the algebra g. (Generalized Verma modules
are based on a suitable parabolic subalgebra, as in [16,7], rather than on a Borel sub-
algebra.)
In [7] Garland and Lepowsky generalized Kostant’s result [15] on the homology
of nilradicals of parabolic subalgebras of semi-simple Lie algebras to Kac–Moody
algebras (de>ned from symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrices) where the reductive
part of the parabolic subalgebra is of >nite type. Liu’s paper [18] generalized [7] to the
setting where the reductive part of the parabolic subalgebra of the (symmetrizable) Kac
–Moody Lie algebra may be another Kac–Moody algebra. The main result of this paper
is to generalize [7] to the situation where the Lie algebra g is a Borcherds algebra, and
the reductive part r=gS +h allows gS also to be a Borcherds algebra (it turns out that
gS must satisfy certain conditions, so is not completely arbitrary). For the case where
the Lie algebra g is a Borcherds algebra de>ned from a >nite symmetrizable matrix
and the reductive part of the parabolic subalgebra is of >nite type, a generalization of
[7] and a resolution of a standard module was given in [20,21]. In [10,9], much of
[7] was generalized to the case where g is a Borcherds algebra, and the subalgebra gS
is a Kac–Moody algebra. In particular the homology groups Hj(u+; X ) for a standard
module X were computed, but a resolution (of the above type involving generalized
Verma modules) of the standard module X was not constructed.
This paper >lls this gap in the literature, providing a resolution for Borcherds algebras
such as the fake monster and monster Lie algebra, where the de>ning matrix is in>nite.
The construction of the resolution of the standard module given here is most similar
to the argument of Garland and Lepowsky [7], but important components of the proof
are modi>cations of arguments appearing in [18,20,9]. In the present paper, as in [7], a
resolution of a standard module is constructed, and computation of the homology, and
therefore the character and denominator formulas, follow from the resolution. In [18]
the situation is reversed and the character formula for a standard module is proven, then
used to compute Hj(u+; X ), and construct a resolution for the module. The diMerence
between the proofs presented in this paper and the previous proofs of corresponding
results for symmetrizable Kac–Moody algebras is that the Borcherds algebras under
consideration in this paper (unlike those of [20]) can have countably many simple
imaginary roots of norm zero, all orthogonal to one another. The fake monster Lie
algebra is a primary example where this occurs. This makes the construction of the
resolution more di<cult. Unlike the Kac–Moody case, the terms Ei in the resolution
may have in>nite >ltrations in terms of Verma modules. Indeed, it has already been
seen in [3,10] that for some Borcherds algebras (such as the fake monster Lie algebra)
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the jth homology space Hj(u+; X ) is the direct sum of in>nitely many irreducible
r-modules.
The author would like to thank James Lepowsky for his helpful comments.
2. The Setting
2.1. Borcherds Lie algebras
Borcherds algebras, or generalized Kac–Moody Lie algebras, were introduced in [1].
There are a variety of de>nitions in the literature: See for example [1–4], [9–11,13].
We will work in the setting of [9–12], where the construction is compatible with the
de>nition of a Lie algebra from a de>ning matrix given in [13]. The following is a
summary of the notation and results of [10] for Borcherds algebras (called generalized
Kac–Moody algebras in [10]).
We denote the set of nonnegative integers by Z+. Let I be a countable (possi-
bly >nite) index set. Let A = (aij)i; j∈I be a matrix with entries in R satisfying the
conditions:
(Bl) A is symmetrizable, that is, there are positive nonzero numbers qi ∈R, i∈ I ,
such that DA is symmetric, where D is the diagonal matrix with entries qi. (In
particular, if aij = 0 then aji = 0.)
(B2) If aii ¿ 0, then aii = 2.
(B3) For all k = j, ajk6 0. For all i∈ I such that aii ¿ 0, aij ∈ − Z+ for all j∈ I .
The Borcherds algebra g= g(A) is the Lie algebra with generators ei, fi, hi, i∈ I , and
de>ning relations of two types:
Type I: For all i; j; k ∈ I , [hi; hj]=0, [hi; ek ]=aikek ; [hi; fk ]=−aikfk , and [ei; fj]=ijhi.
Type II: For all i = j with aii ¿ 0, (ad ei)−2aij=aii+1ej =0, (adfi)−2aij=aii+1fj =0. For
all i; j∈ I such that aij = 0, [ei; ej] = 0 and [fi; fj] = 0.
Let ge denote the semi-direct product n g where  is an abelian Lie algebra of
degree derivations of g. The root system of g is given by ={∈ (he)∗| = 0; g = 0}.
The simple roots satisfy j(hi)=aij. The abelian subalgebra  is >xed so that the simple
roots i, i∈ I are linearly independent. The set of roots which are nonnegative integral
linear combinations of the i, i∈ I is denoted +. Let − = −+. The set of roots
is the disjoint union  = + ∪ −. Because the matrix A is symmetrizable, there is
an invariant symmetric bilinear form on ge which is nondegenerate on
∐
 =0 g. This
form induces a bilinear form (·; ·) on (he)∗. The roots ∈ satisfying (; )¿ 0 are
the real roots, the roots satisfying (; )6 0 are the imaginary roots. Simple roots may
be real or imaginary.
Set I0 = {i∈ I | (i; i)¿ 0} and I1 = {i∈ I | (i; i)6 0}. The index set I is the
disjoint union I0 ∪ I1. The Weyl group W is the group generated by the reOections ri
determined by the real simple roots i; i∈ I0. (The set I0 may be empty.)
Let V be a ge-module. An element ∈ (he)∗ is a weight if V = {x∈V |h · x= (h)x
for all h∈ (he)∗} = 0. The set of weights of a module V will be denoted by P(V ). An
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element ∈ (he)∗ is called integral if (hi)∈Z when i∈ I0. The distinguished Weyl
chamber D consists of the elements ∈ (he)∗ which take values in R on the hi for
i∈ I0 and satisfy (hi)¿ 0 for all i∈ I0. An element ∈ (he)∗, taking values in R on
the hi i∈ I , is dominant if (hi)¿ 0 for all i∈ I . The set of dominant integral elements
is denoted P+.
The Borcherds algebra ge admits a triangular decomposition ge=n⊕he⊕n−, where
n =
∐
∈+ g; n
− =
∐
∈− g. There is a unique anti-involution  on g
e such that
(n) = n− which acts as the identity on he.
A ge-module X is a standard module if X is a highest weight module with highest
weight ∈P+ and highest weight vector x satisfying:
1. For i∈ I if (hi) = 0 then fi · x = 0.
2. For i∈ I0, fni+1i · x = 0, where ni = (hi).
It is shown in [10] that a standard module is in fact irreducible.
Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.18 of [10] give the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. For every ∈P+ there is a unique standard ge-module denoted L().
Moreover, any standard module of highest weight ∈P+ is isomorphic to L().
For !∈ (he)∗, de>ne D(!) = {! −∑i∈I nii|ni ∈Z+}. Let O be the category of all
he-modules M , that are weight modules with >nite-dimensional weight spaces, whose
set of weights lie in a >nite union of sets of the form D(!).
Let ’∈+. Let {s1; : : : ; sm} be a basis of ge. Let {t1; : : : ; tm} be the dual basis of
g−’. De>ne w’ =
∑m
i=1 tisi. Given a g
e-module V ∈O, let )2 be the operator on V
de>ned by the condition that )2 acts on the weight space V as multiplication by
( + *;  + *). De>ne the Casimir operator )V : V → V by
)V = 2
∑
’∈+
w’ + )2:
The Casimir operator commutes with the action of ge on any ge-module M in O.
Given a ge-module M , we say an element g∈ ge acts locally nilpotently on M if for
each m∈M , gn · m= 0 for some n∈Z+, n = 0.
Proposition 2.2 below is a generalization of the complete reducibility result for mod-
ules in category O for (symmetrizable) Kac–Moody algebras of [14]; see also [13].
This proposition is similar to Corollary 3.13 of [20] where the de>ning matrix for the
Borcherds algebra is assumed >nite. We include a version here for completeness. We
modify the proof of [19, Theorem 6.5.1] by using an inequality on the root system
appearing in [1], reproven as [10, Proposition 2.20].
Proposition 2.2. Let M be a module in the category O for the Borcherds algebra ge.
Assume that each generator fi for i∈ I0 acts locally nilpotently on M. Assume also
that for any weight ∈ (he)∗ of M and any simple imaginary root j of ge we have
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(; j)¿ 0. Then the ge-module M is completely reducible. In fact,
M =
⊕
∈P+
cL():
for some c ∈Z+.
Proof. Let M be as in the theorem. Let )M : M → M be the Casimir operator on
M . For all c∈C let Mc = {v∈M |()M − c)nv = 0 for some n∈Z+} be the general-
ized eigenspace of M associated with c. Let .(M) = {c∈C|Mc = 0}. Then we can
decompose M into a direct sum
M =
∐
c∈.(M)
Mc:
Each space Mc is a ge-module in O, because )M commutes with the action of ge.
Since Mc ∈O, if Mc = (0) then it contains a highest weight vector v, of some weight
!∈ (he)∗ with )Mv= (!+ *; !+ *)v. Thus c = (!+ *; !+ *).
Let Sc be the sum of all the irreducible submodules of Mc for some c∈.(M). We
will show that Sc =Mc. By proposition 2.6.6 of [19] the irreducible modules in O are
of the form L(), ∈ (he)∗. Thus we have
Sc =
∐
i∈Ic
niL(i);
where Ic ⊂ (he)∗, (i + *; i + *) = c for all i ∈ Ic and the ni ∈Z+. The generators
ei, fi for i∈ I0 act locally nilpotently on each L() for i∈ I0. For i∈ I0, the elements
{ei; fi; hi} span a copy of sl2. If v∈L() is the highest weight vector, the irreducible
sl2-module generated by v has dimension (; i)+1 so that (; i)∈Z+. By assumption
if  is a weight of M we have (; i)¿ 0 for i∈ I1. So Ic ⊂ P+.
If Sc = Mc then Mc=Sc ∈O and so has a highest weight vector Pv∈ (Mc=Sc), for some
∈ (he)∗. In fact ∈D. (Again, this follows from the fact that the fi for i∈ I0 act
locally nilpotently.) Let v∈Mc be a preimage of Pv. Then )Mv=(+*; +*)vmod Sc.
Since v∈Mc we have c=(+*; +*). We claim the preimage of v of Pv is a highest
weight vector. If not, then ej ·v = 0 for some j∈ I . Since Pv∈Mc=Sc is a highest weight
vector, ejv∈ Sc \{0}. Thus =!−
∑
nii for some !∈{i|i∈ Ic} and ni ∈Z+ (not all
equal to zero). By proposition 2.20 of [10], which holds since  + *∈D and !∈P+,
0 = c − c = (!+ *; !+ *)− ( + *;  + *)
if and only if =!−/ where / is a sum of pairwise orthogonal simple imaginary roots,
each of which is orthogonal to !. By assumption (!; i)¿ 0 for all simple imaginary
roots i, so the above equality cannot hold. This contradiction proves that ejv= 0 for
all j, i.e. that v is a highest weight vector for ge. Thus U(g)v is a standard module of
highest weight , and so is isomorphic to L(). By de>nition of Sc, U(g)v=L() ⊂ Sc,
so v∈ Sc, contradicting our choice of v∈Mc=Sc. We conclude that Sc =Mc.
2.2. Subalgebras and generalized Verma modules
Let S ⊂ I be a subset satisfying if i∈ S ∩ I1 and j∈ I \ S then aij = 0 (i.e. aij ¡ 0).
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Denote by gS the Lie subalgebra generated by {ei; fi; hi}i∈S . (This is isomorphic
to the Borcherds Lie algebra associated to the submatrix of A determined by S.) Let
hS be the span of {hi}i∈S , S =  ∪
∐
i∈S Zi, S+ = + ∩ S and S− = − ∩ S .
Let W (S) = {w∈W |w− ∩ + ⊂ + \ S+}. The Lie algebra gS has a triangular
decomposition,
gS =
∐
∈S+
g ⊕ hS ⊕
∐
∈S−
g:
We de>ne the following subalgebras of g:
n=
∐
∈+
g; n− =
∐
∈−
g; nS =
∐
∈S+
g; n
−
S =
∐
∈S−
g;
u=
∐
∈+\S+
g; u− =
∐
∈−\S−
g:
De>ne r= gS +h, and the parabolic subalgebra p= r⊕u. For any -invariant subspace
t of g, let te denote the subalgebra ⊕ t of ge. Denote by VL() the generalized Verma
module U(ge)⊗U(pe) L().
3. The resolution of a standard module
We use the notation and de>nitions of the exposition of Lie algebra homology given
in Section 1 of [7].
Let X be a standard ge-module. As in [7,18] we construct a U(u−)-free resolution of
the module X . For each j∈Z+, let DXj be the ge-module U(ge)⊗U(pe) (
∧j(ge=pe)⊗X ),
where X is regarded as a pe-module by restriction. Then there is an exact sequence of
ge-modules and ge-module maps
· · · d
X
2−−−→DX1
dX1−−−→DX0
2X0−−−→X → 0: (1)
Each DXj is isomorphic as an U(u
−)-module and as an re-module to
U(u−)⊗C
(∧j(u−)⊗ X )
with U(u−) acting by left multiplication on the >rst factor, and re acting via the tensor
product action on the tensor product of the three re-modules.
The re-modules complex C∗(X ) given by
· · · 1⊗d
X
2−−−→C⊗U(u−) DX1
1⊗dX1−−−→C⊗U(u−) DX0 → 0
is naturally isomorphic to the standard re complex (see [7]) for computing the homol-
ogy H∗(u−; X t) as an re-module. For each j∈Z+, Cj(X ) 
∧j(u−)⊗ X .
Let PS = {∈ (he)∗ | (; i)∈Z+ for i∈ S}.
Proposition 3.1. The geS -modules u
− and
∧j(u−) decompose into a direct sum of
irreducible highest weight geS -modules L() with highest weight ∈PS .
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Proof. First note that u− is in category O for geS (as is
∧j(u−)). By construction of the
algebra g(A) for all i∈ S ∩ I0 the generators fi ∈ geS act locally nilpotently on u− (and∧
u−). The weights of u− are elements of (he)∗ of the form =−∑i∈I nii; ni ∈Z+
where there exists i0 ∈ I with ni0 ¿ 0 and i0 ∈ I\S. For any such i0 and simple imaginary
root j of geS (i.e. j∈ S ∩ I1)
(i0 ; j)¡ 0
by assumption on our set S. Thus
(; j) =
(
−
∑
i∈I
nii; j
)
=−(i0 ; j)−

∑
i =i0
nii; j

¿ 0:
Thus we see that the geS -module u
− (and similarly
∧j
u− and also U(u−)) satis>es the
conditions of Proposition 2.2 and is completely reducible as a geS -module where the
irreducible modules L() appearing in the direct sum decomposition have ∈PS .
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a standard module for ge, with highest weight  and highest
weight vector x. Then X is completely reducible as a geS -module.
Proof. We have X = U(u−)U(n−S ) · x. Consider the geS -module X ′ = U(n−S ) · x. The
module X ′ is a standard module for the Borcherds algebra geS , so is an irreducible
module.
By Proposition 2.2, we know that U(u−) is a completely reducible geS -module, so
that the module X =U(u−)U(n−S )x is also completely reducible.
Corollary 3.3. The geS -module
∧j(u−)⊗ X is completely reducible.
The weights of
∧j(u−)⊗X satisfying (+ *; + *)= (+ *; + *) are determined
in [10, Theorem 3.12], which is restated below as Theorem 3.4.
Given ∈P+, for n¿ 0, let 4(; n) denote the set of all sums of n distinct pairwise
orthogonal imaginary simple roots, each orthogonal to . For n= 0 set 4(; 0) = {0}.
Let 4() =
⋃
n¿0 4(; n).
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a standard ge-module with highest weight ∈P+. The corre-
spondence
(w; !) → w( + *− !)− *
is a bijection from the set {(w; !)∈W (S)×4() | l(w)+ht(!)= j} onto the set of all
weights  of
∧j(u−)⊗ X such that (+ *; + *) = (+ *; + *). Each such weight
w( + * − !) − * occurs with multiplicity one in ∧(u−) ⊗ X with one-dimensional
weight space
∧j(u−)−〈6w〉−w! ⊗ Xw. Furthermore, w( + * − !) − * is in PS , and
the weight space of w( + * − n) − * generates a copy of the irreducible re-module
L(w(+ *− !)− *). In particular, in any direct sum decomposition of the re-module∧j
(u−)⊗ X =
∐
i
L(i)
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where i ∈PS , the i for which (i + *; i + *)= (+ *; + *) must coincide with the
w(+ *− !)− * as (w; !) ranges through {(w; !)∈W (S)×4() | l(w) + ht(!) = j}.
Each such i occurring exactly once in the decomposition
∐
i L(i). In fact, the
above correspondence (w; !) → w(+*−!)−* is a bijection, so all of the irreducible
re-modules L(w( + * − !) − *) are inequivalent as w ranges through W (S) and !
ranges through 4().
Proof. In [10] the set S is chosen to be a subset of I0, but the argument there works
for our choice of S, using Corollary 3.3.
Now we obtain a resolution for the standard ge-module X , with highest weight
∈P+. From now on we identify the countable index set I with Z+. In the pe-module∧j(ge=pe)⊗X , let Nk be the sum of the weight spaces (∧j(ge=pe)⊗X )8 with 8=−∑
i∈I nii and
∑
i∈I\S ini6 k. (Note: if we take
∑
i∈I\S ni6 k, then the
resulting re-module might not be in category O.) Then
∧j(ge=pe) ⊗ X = ⋃∞k=0 Nk ,
and
0 = N0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Nk ⊂ Nk+1 ⊂ · · ·
gives a >ltration of
∧j(ge=pe) ⊗ X . The Nk are pe-modules and u+Nk ⊂ Nk−1. The
re-module Nk=Nk−1 is in the category O of re (which is closed under tensor products
and quotients). It follows from Corollary 3.3 that Nk=Nk−1, k¿ 1, is a completely
reducible module, the direct sum of irreducible highest weight geS -modules L() with
∈PS . (As in the case where gS is a Kac–Moody algebra, there may be in>nitely
many of these modules.)
As in [18], we obtain a re>nement of the above >ltration, graded by (m; k) with
m∈Z+; k ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; t} for some t; 06 t6∞. Let Ni=Ni−1 = L(i1 ) ⊕ L(i2 ) ⊕ · · ·,
let i : Ni → Ni=Ni−1 be the natural map. Then
Ni−1 ⊂ −1(L(i1 )) ⊂ −1(L(i1 )⊕ L(i2 )) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ni:
Re-labeling Ni =N(i;0), N(i−1; k) =−1[L(i1 )⊕ L(i2 ) · · · ⊕ L(ik )] gives the re>nement
N(0;0) ⊂ N(0;1) ⊂ N(0;2) ⊂ · · ·N(1;0) ⊂ · · · :
By construction the re>nement satis>es N(m;k)=N(m;k−1)  L(mk ), with
∧j(ge=pe) ⊗
X=
⋃
N(m;k). From this we obtain a >ltration of DXj by letting V(m;k)=U(g)⊗U(p) N(m;k),
with DXj =
⋃
V(m;k). The Casimir operator ) acts on the modules DXj and V(m;k). For a
module V ∈O, let V c = {x∈V | () − c)nx = 0 for some n∈Z+}. Every weight space
of V is >nite dimensional, so for >xed c∈P the Casimir operator splits V = V c ⊕ V ′
where V ′ =
∐
∈PS
(+*;+*)=c
V (+*;+*). Let c= (+ *; + *). Complex (1) above is the
direct sum of the exact ge-module complexes:
· · · → (DX1 )c → (DX0 )c → X → 0
and
· · · → (DX1 )′ → (DX0 )′ → 0:
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Now, V(m;k) = V c(m;k) ⊕ V ′(m;k), and the >ltration of DXj yields a >ltration of (DXj )c.
Furthermore (DXj )
c =
⋃
m;k V
c
(m;k), and this >ltration satis>es:
1. V c(m;k)=V
c
(m;k−1)  VL((m; k)) if ((m;k) + *; (m;k) + *) = ( + *;  + *).
2. V c(m;k)=V
c
(m;k−1), if ((m;k) + *; (m;k) + *) = ( + *;  + *).
3. V ci;0 =V
c
i−1; k if there exists a k such that for all k
′¿k, ((i−1; k′) +*; (i−1; k′) +*) =
( + *;  + *).
Our goal is to obtain a >ltration of X of type in [17].
Recall that (+*; +*)=(+*; +*) if and only if =−∑i∈I\S nii, where the
ni ∈Z+ and the i are mutually orthogonal simple imaginary roots, each orthogonal to
the highest weight  of X . The sum is over i∈ I \ S by our assumption on the set S.
For >xed j and m, in the >ltration (DXj )
c =
⋃
V c(m;k) constructed above, each mk=
−∑i∈I\S nii is a weight of V(m;k) so satis>es ∑i∈I\S ini6m. We conclude that for
>xed j and m there are only >nitely many possible (m;k) with ( + *;  + *) = ( +
*;  + *). This allows us to eliminate repeated terms so that we have a >ltration
V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · (DXj )c; (2)
with Vi=Vi−1  VL() for some  satisfying (+ *; + *) = ( + *;  + *).
We have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a standard ge module, of highest weight ∈P+. Let 9j be
the (possibly in9nite) family of elements of (he)∗, {w(+*−!)−*} as (w; !) ranges
through W (S) × 4; the w( + * − !) − * are distinct and each lies in PS . The jth
term in the resolution
· · · → (DX1 )c → (DX0 )c → X → 0
has a 9ltration of geS -submodules
0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · :
The set of modules Vk=Vk−1 for k ∈Z+ corresponds to the set of generalized Verma
modules VL(w(+*−!)−*) induced from the irreducible geS -module L(w(+ *− !)− *).
In particular, each Vk=Vk−1 is isomorphic to one of the VL(w(+*−!)−*). As an re+ u+
-module, (DXj )
c is the direct sum of these VL(w(+*−!)−*).
Now we can obtain a generalization of Theorem 8.6 of [7], a version of Kostant’s
homology formula for Borcherds algebras.
Theorem 3.6 (Kostant’s Formula). Let X be a standard module of highest weight
∈P+ for the Borcherds algebra ge. For j∈Z+, the jth homology space as an
re-module is the direct sum
Hj(u−; X ) =
∑
(w;!)∈W (S)×4()
L(w( + *− !)− *);
as inequivalent, irreducible re-modules.
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